
NATO was invented by NAZIS after World War II until Today there is the same
Ideology which we can see as Europe is embracing the new Fascism and Nazism
in Ukraine and Europe itself

Description

Ex-Nazis who held high positions in NATO after World War II, fact checkers in the West try to deny this 
and say it’s fake news, but their biography just says it on their own Western invented Wikipedia. Photo: 
Postimage, Getty images, editing: Mirjam©Photo

For decades, former Nazis and German war criminals served in the highest ranks of NATO. Most of
them were highly decorated Nazis, who later served in top positions in the West German army, and
were later promoted to serve as commander and chief of all NATO forces in Europe. Many Nazis, we
cannot call them ex-Nazis, because they never renounced the ideology, were also to be found in the
West German government until the late 1980s.

Here are a few examples that can be read on Wikipedia
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Image not found or type unknown

Adolf Heusinger (Photo) In April 1961, was appointed Chairman of the NATO Military 
Committee in Washington, DC, where he served until 1964 when he retired. He was, according 
to news reports, wanted by the Soviet Union in the early 1960s for war crimes committed in the 
occupied Soviet territories.

Johann von Kielmansegg On 15 March 1967, was promoted to Commander-in-Chief of NATO’s 
forces in Central Europe, first in Fontainebleau, France, and then in Brunssum, in 
the Netherlands. During the Second World War Kielmansegg served in various divisions, staff 
regiments and fronts in Poland, France and Russia. From 1942 to 1944 he served as General 
Staff officer to the High Command of the Wehrmacht.

Photo: Wikipedia

The other high ranking nazis involved in NATO you can look up on Wikipedia,
it’s real an you can read it on Western sites how the Western world continued to
be ruled by Nazis after WWII
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Heusinger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_crimes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_von_Kielmansegg
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Hans Speidel (photo) besides his role in WWII and NATO: According to an article in Der Spiegel
, which cited documents released by the Bundesnachrichtendienst in 2014, Speidel may have 
been part of the Schnez-Truppe, a secret illegal army that veterans of the Wehrmacht and 
Waffen-SS established up from 1949 in Germany in order to repel an attack either by the Soviet 
Union or by Soviet-controlled East German police units.

Johannes Steinhoff, involved in Operation Barbarossa was invited by West Germany’s new 
interim government to rebuild the Luftwaffe within NATO, eventually rising to the rank of full 
general. Steinhoff became the German Military Representative to the NATO Military Committee
 in 1960, served as Acting Commander Allied Air Forces Central Europe in NATO 1965–1966, 
as Inspector of the Air Force 1966–1970 and as Chairman of the NATO Military 
Committee 1971–1974.

Photo: Wikipedia

The new fascism

Everyone thought that fascism and nazism were over, but actually it just continued after the 2nd world
war. As is now known, many senior Nazis were founders of the current North Atlantic Treaty
Organization called NATO. Those who were behind the creation of NATO have all died, but their
ideology lives on, we can now experience this very well during the conflict in Ukraine.

But not just Ukraine, before that, all the wars the West has started after WWII, they used a substitute
word for new Third Reich or Nazism they call it democracy, it begun in Vietnam and the Middle East
and ended up in various other parts of the world.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Speidel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_Spiegel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundesnachrichtendienst
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schnez-Truppe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wehrmacht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waffen-SS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Steinhoff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_Military_Committee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_Germany
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Photographs from 1950s newspapers courtesy of Patrick Savelle who uploaded and saved 
them. So it was known in the Netherlands but also in the West by the so-called Allies of the 
time, for example, as the headline says, Hans Speidel a NAZI became the new NATO chief! The 
same Netherlands that was occupied by the NAZIs voted yes of course! Makes you wonder, the 
politicians and elites (queen) collaborated voluntarily with the NAZIs?

Johann von Kielmansegg, who, according to the same newspaper reports, was responsible for 
the murder of 442 civilians in Eastern Europe, was also allowed to join NATO.

After the Second World War, many senior SS scientists, who had (mass) murders on their conscience
by conducting experiments in extermination camps such as Auschwitz, were brought to the US via
Operation Paperclip and were able to conduct further research into, for example, deadly experiments
which resulted in perhaps the new biological laboratoria which the Russian Army found throughout the
liberated territories of Ukraine, during the Special Military Operation (SMO). The ideology of having
extremely dangerous laboratoria throughout the world, is a legacy of the NAZI scientists who were able
to go the US and conducted their “work” for years in the “free” United States of America!

The most enduring part, or legacy, of Operation Paperclip. is ‘mind control’, and the Nazi 
psychological and psychiatric staff who were let out under paperclips (this operation got it’s 
name ‘Operation Paperclip’ from the method of discretely marking the files of individuals by 
placing of a paperclip on the top cover, which then resulted in their being, discretely from 
the Allies, allowed to the USA) title of this operation. These people, it is now public 
knowledge, were taken in by the CIA to continue mind control experiments under the code 
name MK-Ultra. The seriousness of her omission arises from the reasonably publicly known 
fact that this mind control experiment, that has carried horrifically cruel experiments on 
human citizens of Canada and some Americans throughout late 1940’s, throughout the 
1950’s, up to the public cessation of MK-Ultra experimentation and research. MK-Ultra 
continues today, and has spawned many mass manipulation techniques that are secretly 
employed today against the human population of the world.

After the second world war nazism and fascism continued as usual and the German magazine der
Spiegel came into possession of documents about a “secret” group called “Schnez-Truppe”.

The Schnez-Truppe or Schnez Organisation was an illegal clandestine paramilitary organisation
formed in West Germany in 1949 by veterans of the Wehrmacht and Waffen-SS under the leadership
of Albert Schnez, that intended to fight against the Soviet Union in the event of an invasion.

So it just continued during the cold war as well and it’s not over yet. The “old” Nazis are now deceased
but their organization called NATO still exists, initially created to defend themselves after the second
world war against a possible attack by the Soviet Union. Now try to attack Russia.

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a glorious moment for the new “Third Reich” the West, who
directly tried to implement the American capitalist system to control Russia and the ex-Soviet states,
which they succeeded quite well, except for Russia and the same Russia, is now again the enemy of
the old nazi and fascist minds of the Western so-called “democratic” governments!
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https://zaplog.pro/post/29887/nazi-oorlogsmisdadigers-werden-hoge-commandanten-in-de-navo-na-wo2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MKUltra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schnez-Truppe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Schnez
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An example of the “new ideology or old” we can see clearly in the current President of the 
European Union Ursula von der Leyen. The EU that is integrated with NATO and has the same 
ideology of fascism and nazism! Ursula von der Leyen was born and raised in Brussels to 
German parents. Her father, Ernst Albrecht, was one of the first European civil servants. A 
continuation by generations still ruling Europe!

Grandfather Carl Albrecht was a mystic probably involved with Heinrich Himmler also a mystiker and a
war criminal. Himmler was interested in mysticism and the occult from an early age. He tied this
interest into his racist philosophy, looking for proof of Aryan and Nordic racial superiority from ancient
times. He promoted a cult of ancestor worship, particularly among members of the SS, as a way to
keep the race pure and provide immortality to the nation. Viewing the SS as an “order” along the lines
of the Teutonic Knights, he had them take over the Church of the Teutonic Order in Vienna in 1939. He
began the process of replacing Christianity with a new moral code that rejected humanitarianism and 
challenged the Christian concept of marriage.

Perhaps now we can see the extension of these deranged ideologies in Europe
and the West, the LGBT ideology imposed by the descendants of Nazi and
Fascist supporters.

In another article I have already explained how dangerous the ideology of the Baltic States is. Fascism
has never been gone there and has resurfaced in an extreme form after the fall of the Soviet Union.

In conclusion, we can say that Ukraine, the Western part occupied part, adheres to the same fascist
ideology as the Baltic States, ignited and intensified by the West, which carried out a coup d’etat in
2014, thus giving the Nazis ample opportunity to turn Ukraine into a new fascist state with the help of
the “old” fascist states of Europe en the new fascist state the US.
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